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Walking On The Milky Way
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark (OMD)

Capo 1:st fret  - Chords relative to capo

I did this tab because it was impossible to find, although it s a great song!
I think it sounds best if you play it like this:

D = 557775       Bm = 224432

A = 577655       F#m = 244222

G = 355433

But of course you can play D, A and G the regular way as well. 
You like it, don t like it? Comment... 

Good luck, have fun!      

// Coffe of Sweden

D                      A
When I was only seventeen
 Bm                           F#m
My head was full of brilliant dreams
G                                                             A
My heart would call and I would gladly go
D                          A
At twenty one the world was mine
Bm                            F#m
And I was yours and you re divine
G                                                        A
And nothing else would matter to us so

F#m                    Bm
I don t believe in destiny
F#m                    Bm
I don t believe in love
F#m                       Bm
I don t believe that anything
        G             A
Will ever be enough

       D
Oh, Man you should have seen us
A
On the way to venus
Bm                    



Walking on the milky way
                       G        A
It was quite a day hey hey ...
D
Walking on the big stuff
A
Acting like we re real tough
Bm
Baby we were on our way
                        G          A
So what do you say hey hey ...

D                        A
As time goes by reality
Bm                                 F#m
Destroys your hope and dignity
G                                                             A
There s nothing left but shadows on the wall
D                            A
But just remember who you are
Bm                                            F#m
And where you ve been you ve come so far
G                                                 A
And never ever let them see you fall

F#m                    Bm
I don t believe in miracles
F#m                    Bm 
I don t believe in truth
F#m                    Bm
I don t believe in anything
        G                   A
Can recreate your youth

D
Man you should have seen us
A
On the way to venus
Bm
Walking on the milky way
                       G         A
It was quite a day hey hey ...
D
Walking on the big stuff
A
Acting like we re real tough
Bm
Baby we were on our way
                           G       A
So what do you say hey hey ...

Man you should have seen us



On the way to venus
Walking on the milky way
It was quite a day hey hey ...
Walking on the big stuff
Acting like we re real tough
Baby we were on our way
So what do you say hey hey ...
Walking on the milky way.


